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modo de fazer:
① Cozinhe a batata com um pouco de sal. ② Após cozido, descasque as batatas e amasse
até obter uma massa lisa e uniforme. ③ Corte o avocado em fatias e o tomate em rodelas ④
Quando a massa de batata estiver fria, adicione a limão e azeite e misture, coloque na forma

e espalhe, formando uma camada de massa. faça uma camada de avocado, intercale com
massa e faça uma camada de camarão e maionese. Por último faça uma camanda de massa.
⑤ Desenforme em um prato, tomando cuidado para não desmanchar. ⑥ Decore com folhas
de alface (cubra o fundo do prato) e salpique ovo cozido. ⑦ Sirva.

Japanese compared to before. It's also not possible to put money aside
anymore. What's more, Brazilians often discriminate themselves by saying "It's
not my fault" whenever a problem occurs.
Another problem is children not attending school. The environment at home is
very important. Some parents say that their children don't need to go to school
because they will be back in Brazil soon. But in fact, many people who intended
to stay 2 or 3 years are still here after 12 years.
How did you learn Japanese?
F: I was really interested in J-pop and Japanese dramas. Through that, I was
able to learn Japanese easily. Also, when I first came to Japan I was always
by myself in my free time. That's how I started bowling, which gave me the
opportunity to meet and become friends with Japanese people who had the
same interest. It helped me progress in Japanese. Sports are a very good way
to communicate with others.
By participating in seminars about preparation needed in case of a disaster,
did it change your awareness? What do you think is your role if a disaster
occurs?
F: Brazilians often "react after things happen". Many people are not prepared in case
of a disaster. As for me, I've been spending 200.000 to 300.000 yen for preparation. I
even have transceivers and batteries. If I can't protect myself, I won't be able to protect
other employees. Many people don't know where to go for evacuation. The company
also needs to make a list of everybody's address, Twitter and Facebook info, because
sometimes people change their phone number.
Do you have any advice for foreigners living in Yamanashi?
F: It is good to try to understand the Japanese way of thinking in order to get
used to living here. First, one must try to follow Japanese culture. Only then can
one promote one's culture, since a relationship of mutual trust is built. In every
country, there are good things and bad things.
In my case, I intend to stay in Japan and be helpful to the Brazilian community living here. I
hope that Brazilians can become more connected with their neighbors.

Fabiano Yoshikawa was born in Curitiba, Brazil. He spent his
childhood in Sao Paulo and came back to Curitiba at the age of 13.
In 1992, during his third year of high school, his father decided to go
to Japan for work reasons. There, his entire family worked together
in a bread factory in Chiba.
After going back to Brazil for 10 months, Fabiano Yoshikawa
decided to go back to Japan on his own in 1995. He worked for a
year at the same bread factory, after which he decided to find work
in Yamanashi in order to save money to open his own bakery one day.
He then worked for 6 years for Toyo Gijitsu Kogyo employment
agency and then worked in his aunt's restaurant for a year.
After that, he worked for the employment agencies Assist Engineering and Just
Corporation. Since 2007, he is working for the Arbis employment agency as a
supervisor.

What difficulties did you go through when you first arrived in Japan?
F: At the beginning, it was really difficult to speak. But Japanese people were
very kind so it helped a lot. My company was paying for my rent; It was a time
when the economy was much more prosperous.
Living in Yamanashi since 1996, you've probably been affected by the
economic recession the past years. What was the most difficult?
F: There is much less jobs. But there are still opportunities. Also, it was difficult when
I just arrived in Yamanashi, because I experienced discrimination a little. Chances to
interact with Yamanashi citizens were rare.
Overall, I think that Japan changed a lot. When I first came, there was no perfume,
beef or soda. The way ladies were talking was also different. It seems like Japanese
culture is vanishing. People don't understand the importance of things. Japanese
people in Brazil might be conserving the Japanese culture more.
What are the major problems encountered by Brazilians living in Yamanashi?
F: The situation has become difficult, and it's hard to get a job without speaking

International Salon

"Korean Festival"

Thanks to everyone who came at the
Korean Festival on Saturday, June 23rd
at the International Centre. The event
was a great success, with more than 300
people who came and enjoy the various
activities introducing Korean culture.
At the food corner, many delicious
Korean dishes such as tteokbokki and
hotteok were available. Korean students
at Yamanashi Eiwa University helped
serve yuzu & honey tea at the Korean
Wave corner, where posters and files
about popular K-pop artists and Korean
drama actors were displayed.
On the second floor of the center,
people could learn about Yamanashi's
sister-state, Chungcheongbuk Province,
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dress in traditional Korean clothes chima
jeogori, and play traditional Korean
games and music instruments.
T h e r e w e r e a l s o wonderful and
spectacular performances of folklore
dance and taekwon-do, which were a
great success. The movie "Michi ~ Hakuji
no Hito~" was introduced through a
panel corner. The movie is about the life
of Takumi Asakawa, a Japanese from
Yamanashi who lived in Korea during the
Korea's period of colonization by Japan.
Takayuki Emiya, author of the novel
"Hakuji no Hito", captivated the audience
through his lecture on the theme
"Japanese-Korean friendship tied by
Takumi Asakawa".

Cooking @ Home - by Geraldo

Instructions:
◉ Boil the potatoes in salty water.
◉ After peeling the potatoes, mash them to make into a smooth dough
and mix with olive oil.
◉ Once the dough cools, add the lime. Add salt and mix.
Recipe ingredients (4 servings)
◉ Put some dough in the bowl mold and spread evenly. Then pile up layers in the
■ Round bowl mold
■ Half of one lime
order of avocado, dough, shrimp with mayonnaise, dough, and tomatoes.
■ Large potatoes (1 kg)
■ Olive oil (1/4 cup)
◉ End with a layer of potato dough.
■ Small shrimp (200 g)
■ Salt
◉ Transfer it with care to a plate by removing slowly the mold to preserve the shape
■ Sliced avocados (2)
■ Mayonnaise
◉ Decorate the plate with lettuce and add a boiled egg cut into pieces.
■ Sliced round tomatoes (2)

Peruvian Potato Salad

Good to know !
● It is a popular Peruvian dish, often
cooked for parties in Christmas or in
New Year.
●Yellow potatoes are used in Peru to
make this dish.
●You can replace shrimp with chicken.

Pre-event in commemoration of the 40 years of sister-state relations between Yamanashi prefecture and the State of Minas Gerais

International Salon "Ola Brazil !" - Saturday, September 15th (12:00~) @ Yamanashi International Center

In 2013, Yamanashi prefecture and the state of Minas Gerais in Brazil will ■ Brazil Gourmet (fee required)
celebrate 40 years of sister-state relations. For this occasion, the Yamanashi
■ Concerts & Workshops (Caopeira, Bossa Nova, etc.)
International Association is organizing the pre-event, "Ola Brazil!". Come and
enjoy music, food, and learn about the history and hot spots to visit in Brazil. ■ Panel Exhibition (history of immigration, tourism, etc.)

My three years in Yamanashi - By Victor Balsan
I came in Yamanashi three years ago as a Coordinator of International Relations
(CIR) on the JET Programme. Those three years have been extremely rewarding,
and I barely realize how much working at the International Association made me
grow up. Working in Yamanashi was without a doubt one of the most important
experiences of my life.
Whatever I do next, and wherever I go, I hope that I will be able to promote
Yamanashi Prefecture and share with everyone the treasures of this wonderful region.
From the Fuji Five lakes to Hokuto in the northern part of the prefecture, Yamanashi
has one of the most beautiful places for nature that one can enjoy in Japan. Delicious
wine and fruit are also one of the best things in Yamanashi.
But even more than that, I will never forget the new experiences and encounters
I had on a daily basis with so many great people. I also never had in my whole life

so many friends from all over the world: I have made great
friends here with people who were born and raised in
Yamanashi, but also people from Brazil, Peru, China, Korea,
Thailand, Uzbekistan, Germany, Australia, and much more.
I hope that I will be able to use all the knowledge that I
learned here in the best way, and that I will find a way to
give back as much as I can all the things that I've got here.
Finally, the only regret that I have when I think about
the time that I spent here, is that I wasn't able to learn
more of the Koshu dialect... And of course, I am very sad to
leave all my friends and the great people that I met here.
I will probably be back really soon, because Yamanashi is
definitely like a second home for me.
A bientôt ! Victor
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「ペルー風エビのポテトサラダ」

（ペルー家庭料理）

材

料（約４人分）

じゃがいも（大きいもの ) ・・・・・・ 1kg
アボカド（スライス）・・・・・・・ ２個
エ ビ（ 小 ）・・・・・・・・・・ ・・200g
トマト（輪切り）
・・・・・・・・・・ 2 個
ライム ・・・・・・・・・・・・・ 1/2 個
オリーブオイル ・・・・・・・ カップ 1/4
塩、マヨネーズ ・・・・・・・・・ ・適量
ゆで卵（細かく刻む）・・・・・・・・ 1 個
セルクル（直径 5 cm 程度の丸い型）

● オリーブオイルはじゃがいもが熱いう
ちに、ライム汁は冷めてから加えること！

伝 えたいをカタチにする一 滴
h t t p ： // w w w . o z p . j p
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